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PRODUCTION OF BURSTS BY MESON AND ITS 
DEPENDENCE ON THE MESON SPIN
By S. K. CHAKRABARTY ■
{ R e c e i v e d  f o r  p u b l i c la i o n ,  A u f ;u s t  19.^ ’ )
ABSTRACT. An analylir expre.ssion has bran derived for tlie calcnlation of the frequency of 
bursts containing N particles or more than N particles produced by a meson. Three different 
values for the meson .spin, x'f2..o, 4 and 1, have beeninken into consideration and llic results thus 
obtained have been compared with the experimental results of Schein and Oill. It is ob.scrvcd 
that for a meson, spin 0 or J is not a po.s.sihilitv, whereas .spin i is quite probable, provided 
the effect of the radiation damping be taken into consideration in proce.s.se.s involving mesons. 
The rca.sons for arriving al a couclu.sion ju.st opposite to that of Christy and Knsaka have been 
di.scussed. It has also been shown from general considerations that for large bursts the 
radiation process is the predominaAt one, when the knock-on process produces only an 
insignificant contribution.
The production of large bursts under thick layers of a material has been 
observed and their frequency has been estimated by various authors. Bhabha’ 
(1038) tried to explain these as a consequence of a knock-on collision, in which 
a meson while passing through a thick layer of a material makes a very close 
coUisiou with an atomic electron and knocks out the electron, which subsequently 
I)roduces a large number of particles by the ordinary cascade process. H is 
calculations are based on the assumption that the meson has a spin of half a 
unit and thus can be described by the Dirac equation. B ateru n, Bhabha,.Car­
michael and Chou^ (1939) have modified these calculations on the assumption 
that the mesons have a spin of one unit and are described by the equations.given 
by Proca^ (1936). Barge bursts are naturally produced by high-energy mesons, 
and bursts containing more than too particles can only be produced by mesons 
having energies more than to'*c.v . But in this energy range, the cross- 
sections for the production by a meson of a secondary knock-on electron is 
difierent for different spins, and consequently it is believed that a comparison 
of the theoretical results on the frequency of the burst production, containing 
a large number of particles, will provide a good test of the raesou theory. High- 
energy mesons have also a large probability of radiating high-energy quanta, 
while passing the electric field of the nucleus (Bremsstrahhng), which again will 
produce showers by the ordinary cascade process. Bhabha^ (1938) has shown 
that if the meson has a spin of half a unit, the number of electrons produced through 
the radiation process, for a meson of mass 100 times or more than that of an 
electron, is .n e iig ib le  in comparison with that produced by the kiiock-on process,
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but similar calculations were not extended when the meson has a spin of one 
luiil. Moreover, as will be evident in the following section, such a conclusion 
is not valid for large bursts. Christy and Kusaka^ (ig4i) have made these 
calculations, both for the knock-on process and the radiation process, and taking 
for the meson various possible spins, viz,, zero, half and one unit. Finally they 
have compared their results with the experimental results of Schein and G ill" 
(jc)3o) and have derived the conclusion that mesons, at leastthose observed in cosmic 
rays, cannot have spin i, but may have a spin zero or half, and ])referably zero.
The most serious uncertainty in these calculations is the lack of knowledge 
of the fluclualioiis. Christy and Kusaka have assumed Furry's fluctuation 
formula while Bliabha and others have taken the Poisson distribution. But it 
is well known that Furry's fluctuation formula is justified only for very small 
thickness of the material traversed, and is not valid for large thicknesses. But for 
small lliickriesses Furry’s formula deviates but little from the Poisson formula. 
Coiisc(iuently in large thickness of the material, which is more important in the 
burst production, it is doubtful whether Furry’s fluctuation formula can be used, 
Another uncertainly in these calculations of the burst frequency arises due to 
the rough approximations usually made in the Cascade theory, since in the 
production of the bursts cascade multiplication plays in the end a decisive part. 
Christy and Kusaka have taken, for the average number of particles produced 
in the cascade process, an approximate form which very roughly fits with tile 
results of Serber’s^  ^ (1938) calculations. But tliis expression for the average is 
in error for various reasons.* Moreover for reasons already pointed out 
(Chakrabarty^, 1942) the result of vSeiber is seriously open to doubts. As the 
conclusion derived from the results obtained by Christy and Kusaka has far 
reaching effects, it is desirable to see how' far these approximations may affect 
their final result.
In the ])resent paper we shall calculate the frequency of bursts i)roduced by 
a meson in a Uiick layer of a material, assuming that the fluctuation around the 
.average obey a Poisson distribution and using the accurate results of the Cascade 
theory obtained previously.^ A comparison of the results of calculations of 
the present paper with the experimental results of wSchein and GilP (1939) will 
also be made at the end. ””
The expression for S av giving the average number of particles produced by a primary 
of energy F  at a depth (in shower units of length), as taken by Christy and Kusaka, haw 
always a jinaxinmiii at and the correspondiiigmaxtmum value of S av is K/9i8, whatever
the value.of,K Apart from the fac^^ that the position of the maximum for Sav will
change with the change of K, the value of S av at the maxitnum is in excess by a  factor ranging 
from 1 5 to 2.1  as F  increa.ses from i o “ * e.v. to 1 0 ' *  e.v,, when comxjared with the accurate 
figures for S a\ obtained b y  us (Bhabha and Chakrabarty, 1942)'’. Tliis is primarily due to the 
defects in the analysis of Serber, as has already been .shown in a previous paper. These con­
siderations show that neither in the position nor in the height of the maximum the approxima­
tion is valid, and it is difficult to eatimale how uiudi these approximations will affect the 
final results.
To investigate the production of showers \yy heavy particles, two distinct 
piocesses are to be considered, (a) The meson may produce a very fast secondary 
electron by direct collision which will subsequently produce a shower by cascade 
multiplication. (2) l!he meson may radiate a high-energy quantum which 
ultimately produces the shower. The cross-sections for these processes, taking 
different spins and magnetic moments, Iiave been given by various authors [Bhabha* 
(i938),^Iassey and Corbetr  ^ (i Q3Q), Corben and sSchwinger^^ (ic>1o), Christy 
and Kusaka^ (1941)1 Bothe and Wilson^  ^ (1940), Wilson '^'  ^ (1941)].
The differential effective cross-section Q(W, Ko)ci[b,n fer the production by 
a meson of energy W, of a secondary electron or a quantum, by either of the two 
processes mentioned above, and having energies lying between Uq and Uo + dlio» 
are given by the following expressions, depending on the spin of the meson. 
Since we arc concerned with large bursts and consequently with highly energetic 
mesons, we can take W » M r ‘^ , where M is the mass of the meson. With this 
approximation we have for the knock-on process; and
(i) Spin o, magnetic moment o
(//) Spill magnetic moment e/z/sMc,^
Qr(W,Ho)dKo== '^r»Hmc”Z [i-(H o /H o J + MKo/W=')JliS®(il'o. • 
ini) Spin I ,  magnetic moment rhlzM-c,
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t),(W,Ko)dIio =  27rro»Jc®Z _Ho
Ko>»
+ ' " "  + 
•‘W“
I ' ik .
■" I K„„
11-0 \ dE„  
i!/0
... (ic)
where and JCo,„ is the maxiiniiin energy which can be coimminicated
to an electron in a free collision, and is given by
liow =  WLl + Mc^/(2wW)]”'’^ (2)
Similarly the exinessions for Q(W,Uo)^^Ho for the radiation prooass are given by 
the following expressions.
(i) Spin o, magnetic moment o,





Ui) Spin i ,  magnetic moment chj2Mc, 
2
Qr(W, E o)dE o=--- --^’^3 137
W -E (,
■ “ ■ Jk
. 3 E d 
4 w
log
2W(w -:E()) _  I
Mc^Eo
When the screening of the atomic nuclei, is neglecled, and
• h denotes I'lanck’s constant divided by 2*.
dEo 
W ' (3f>)
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when the screening is complete.
(Hi) Spin 1,*  magnetic moment c/i/aMc,
W - iio  , 3 Ka.
" T  w
^ 0
v T (3t)
r% m r K J [ m \  WQ,(W, I'„p<il',o= . - - U ,  ,/r '2re 137 \M / Me-*
when the effect of radintion damping is neglected, If the effect of radiation 
dami>ing be taken into consideration, then as given by Wilson’ ® (1941) we have 
for sjjin i,
0 .  (m
• " W ^  W®
dKo
W ' (3<i)




We shall first calculate the probability P(N), of a meson being accompanied 
by N electrons and positrons after passing through a layer of some substance of 
thickness I and of atomic number Z. If N(yoj 0 he the average number of 
pai tides produced at a depth I in characteristic units, defined previously,” 
produced by a primary particle or quantum of energy ^ exp. yoi then as shown*by 
Bhabha and Heitler'^ (1937) the probability of N particles appearing instead of N 
by a fluctuation is given by
cxp.(-N).N>'/r{N + i). ... (4)
following Bhabha if we neglect the small variation in the energy of the heavy 
particle, we get
P(N) =  lcry^Q(W, Eo)jN(yo)dRo, ... (5)
0
where ]Ayo) — j ^ d/'exp.(-N)-(N(3'oi + 1) , ... (6)
0
where Q(W, Ko) is the cross-section given by equations (i) or (3);“ according as 
one considers the knock-on process or the radiation process, for which the values 
of will be llotn or W respectively. <r represents the number of atoms per cubic 
centimetre of the substance, and
yo= log ,(K o /^ )3 ... (7)
* The expression given by Christy and Kusaka, dihers from that given by Booth and 
Wilson in having an additional factor ir/(5Mc-Z^) and also in having further terms varying 
as log W . 'J'hese differences arise due to the difference in the nature of the approximations 
made in the limits of the impact param eter. The logarithmic terms will, however, have tio 
appreciable effect in the calculations of the burst frequency.
wlicre fi is the critical energy (or the mean collision l o « ,3 i 
io. the substance of the material and " “ ’ 1^
following Bhabha, the upper limits of the integral in 16) can t ^ T x r e n lX o o  
when we are concerned with large thickness of the material. We therefore have
O
Wyo) =; J d t  exp.(-N ) N "/r(l^ + i).
0
From the results of the cascade theory (Bhabha and Chakrabarty, io4a)« we can 
easily calculate the values of N for diflerent values of yo and (. When N(yo, t) 
foi any given yo is plotted against I it is observed that the curves are of the skew 
type of a Gaussian curve. It is observed that N can be obtained einriirically by 
the process of curve fitting and the best fit is given by the following equations;
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N =  Nm e x p .{ - a i f ,„ ( i - t / f j® } ,  when i ^
N =  Nm exp.{-a2fm (//fm -i)*}, when i ^  t„
(8a)
(86 )
wdiere N„, is the maximum value of N and l„, the value of i at this point foi a 
given yo were deduced accurately in a previous paper.” They are given by*
(«,= i.oiy{) —1.92 ... (9a)
and Nm =o.i6g (y o - i.9o) ® exp, yo-r o.t6g t,,,. exp. yo, (96)
with £*1 =  0.70 and a2 =  o.i7,
lixccpt for very small values of < (<-' 1) and again when t »  l„ the fit of the 
empirical curves with the actual curves is veiy good, and in any case evenfor 
small values of t, the error introduced in taking (8) is well within the limits of 
error already existing in the calculations of the Cascade theory.
From (6fl) and (8) we thus have,
00
L ( y o ) - /  d i e ~ ^  / r(N + i)
- n L l™
'r (N  +
oor Qo
^  ./  2 ( - T ) ^ :p
l) J  r-0  I
N„
(r + 1)
X [exp.{--(N + r)n.iimz }^ + exp .f- (N + r)a.J„,z^}]dz
= 4 V ( a , Y  i l l  r(N + 1) ]  | ( - 1) ^  N ; / { r ( r  + i)(N + r)-^.
= 3.21 /
i  1 /■ r(e)Nj? *
f  -’ • 2Tt J T (N +  i ) v'( N - 2 ) .dz, (10)
* The.se values are slightly modified when the variations of the enjss-sections fur radiation 
and pair-efeation processes with energy and also with the nature of the material is considered 
in the Casca(le theorV. This has been shown in a diflerent paper.
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where c is any real number greater than zero. The integral in (ip) can be evalu­
ated by the saddle point method. It can easily be shown that so long as N», <  N, 
the saddle point lies in the neighbourhood of Nm and the corresponding value of 
isCyo) tends to zero, but when Nm>N the saddle point lies in the neighbourhood 
of N, but is always less than N and in that case the corresponding values of 
jNfyo) is finite, has a maximum when Nn» is slightly greater than N, and for larger 
values of Nm (j .c ., of Vo) the values of J?i(yo) slowly diminishes. This behaviour 
of jN^yo) will be apparent from Fig. r, in which the values of Ju(.To) for different 
values of N have been plotted against yo- Bhabha’ (rysS) has also explained 
such a Iiehaviour of Jvlyd) from geometrical considerations. Consequently, as has 
already been mentioned by Bhabha, it is now clear that for a rough estimate one
can assume that for a given y„, jNfyn) is zero when N >  N,„ and remains constant 
when Ni^Nm, where N„, is the maximum number of particles produced by a 
particle or quanta of energy ^ exp. yo. Hence the largest shower which occurs 
with any probability, produced by a meson of energy W contains N particles, 
where
N=N„.(yo) =  o.i69{yo-i.Q o) ^.exp. yo ... (ii)
and yo =  log (Eom/^) or log (W/^), depending on w’hether the shower is produced 
thiough a knock-on process or a radiation process re sp e c t iv e ly A  similar 
expression has also been obtained by Bhabha, where he has considered only 
those particles in the shower having energies greater than the critical energy. 
Lovell*® (1939) fried to obtain a similar expression, taking into consideration the 
particles having energies less than tliiG critical energy. But his values are too 
large, roughly by a factor four.
r'rom (5) and (10) we can now [iroceed to calculate the values of P(N) for 
different values of N  using for Q(W, Eo) different expressions given by (i) and
(3). All the integrations occurring cannot be evaluated analytically, and we have 
to calculate them numerically. But this is not the quantity which is of direct
physical interest, and in order to compare the theoretical results with experiments 
we;have to integrate this probability over the sijectrmn of the meson which is 
incident on,the layer of material under consideration. This can be done as in the 
next section. But to determine only the order of P(N) one can follow Bhabha, 
and take J.vfyo)“ o when yo <  and (yo)“  when yo ^  Vs where is 
that value of yo vvhich makes Nw =  N.* A comparison of the values of jN(yo) 
derived in the present paper with the corresponding values obtained by Bhabha 
shows that the values of J k(3'q) taken by him are nearly twice those of the values 
obtained in the present paper. Bhabha has introduced a factor r to explain the 
behaviour of J^Cyo) which he initially stated to bo of the order of unity. The 
argument given above shows that it can be taken to be imily. This probably 
explains why the values calculated by Bhabha for NP(N; were roughly twice 
the calculated average number of particles accompanying the heavy particles. 
Consequently, the value of c will be i and not 2 as has f^ eeti finally suggested by 
Bhabha. Coveil has taken r -0 .2 5  which naturally makes his result too large 
by a factor four.
To compare with iHc experimental results of Sclieiii and (lill and others and 
also with the theoretical results of Christy and Knsjaka it is necessary to calculate 
the probability of a meson jiroducing jnore than N particles. Bhabha and 
Heitler* ' (1037) have shown that if the /luctuation obeys tbe Poisson law, then 
the probability of getting wore than N particles in a shower, when the average 
is N is W(N-f-i, N),
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where W(N + i, N)
r(N H -i) J  ^ exp.(-Nz)dz.
Consequently, Hie probability P(N>, W) of a meson of energy W emerging 
accompanied by a shower containing wore than N particles from an infinitely 
thick layer of a substance is given by
P (N .., W) =  /tr y^Q (W ,Ko)jN > (j’o)dK„,
0 '
oc 1
where ^ J  d t j z ' cxp.(-N z)dZ.
(la)
( 1 3 )
Substituting the values of N from equation (8) and interchanging the order of 
integration in (13) we have
J J )  • i ^ 1 ^ I ( - 1 )
= 3'21. - - < /
+ f 00
U ’ N ;, { r i r + i ) .  (N + r + i)* ® } .
i  i
,dz. (1 4 )
T(N  ^ i)(N-rZ^ 1)5
longer necessary, since the analytical expression for* ‘This approximation is no 
Jw (y#l as jfiven by (10) can no«- be used for the calculations of PiN),
.VI
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If S(W)<iW be the number of mesons, having energies between W and 
W + dW, incident on the layer of the material under consideration, then the total 
probability of getting a shower containing more than N particles below an 
"infinitely thick layer of the material is given by
e
B(N) =  /.ty  S(W)dW f  QfW.Ko)J«> (yo)dEo
U 0
= t.2I Irr. f
r ( N + T ) ( N - z + i)5
00
i j  SlWldW
X / W . K o K y o - ? )  ^ 'W ( N - z  + i)yo.dEo (15) 
0
where — r.go
As in the case of J n(:V(i) it can also be shown here that for all values of yo fo' 
which N„, <  N. J n> (yo) s. o, and for other values of yo, J k> (y„) pradually increases 
as y,i increases. Consequently the lower limit of the Ko integration and hence 
also of the W integration can be taken to be Ku or any other value less than E n 
whichever is convenient, where E n is that value of Eo, corresponding to which 
Nm =  N. For convenience in the evaluation of the integrals in U5) we .shall 
henceforth take the lovvei limit of the Eo integration as ft exp. V- This is 
justified so long as the value of N is greater than 3.
Following Euler and Heisenberg’ '■ (1938) we have assumed that
dW, ... (j6)S(W)dW=81 ■
(eT-l-Wr + l
where 8=1.87 and eT= 2.10" e.v. at sea-level. Also from the analysis of Street 
and Woodward^” (1934) and Blackett’  ^ (1938) vve assume that the total meson 
intensity at sea-level is 0.01 per cm.^ per sec. per unit solid angle. Hence 
from equations (i), (3), (15) and (16) we can now calculate the number of hursts 
of size greater than N per cm.® per sec. due to any particular cross-section. 
This is what Christy and Kusaka has calculated but with a different expression 
for N and a different form for fluctuation.
Wc shall first consider those hursts produced by a meson radiating a hard 
quantum whicli ultimately produce the hurst through the usual cascade process 
and so take for Q(W, Eo) its values given by equations (3). We therefore have
B(N )- SI<)(2 X 10” e.v.) .(3.21 hr). •/n J
r * 00
r(z)(o.i69)^^^-+'
T ( N + l ) ( N - Z  + 1)9
dz
J t +W )*+’
(17)
Jit the sense nsed by Bhabha U938),
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For the caculations of large bursts for which N ^  loo it is necessary to consider 
only those mesons for which W >Es ( s  /Jr:’ ). So that as long as N ^  lOO, for 
convenience in integration wecan in (17) take W -'* + d instead of («T + W )-'*+ ‘ >, 
since the error thus introduced will be negligible. It may be noted here that as 
the number of incident mesons decreases rapidly a,s W increases (when W >  «T), 
and on the other hand P(N>, W) tends to zero when W <  lu and is finite and 
gradually increases as W increases, the combined effect of S(W) and , W) 
will show that the major part of 'll(N) is contributed by the values of W 
in the neighbourhood of Kn . This has also been shown graphically by Lovell. 
Consequently, any error either in the value of S(W) or P(N^, W) in the neighbour­
hood of W =  IiN will produce an appreciable effect in the calculations of B(N).
It will be shown in the appendix, that the values of li(N) for different values 
of Q(W, Uq) as given by (3) can be w^ ritteu in the following form ;—
(i) Spin 0,
B(N) =  A exp.(-8t).'((Ko + tLo)y)(N, Sj + Lo/ntN, 8)K 
(it) Spin half (screening neglected),
B(N) =  A exp.(-8 ;).{(K .j-t-;L j)/,(N , 8) 1 L j/i(N , 8))-.
[Hi) Spin half (screening complete),
B(N) = AK'^ exp.(-8g./,(N , 8).
(in) Spin I (neglecting radiation damping),
B(N) =  A K i exp.(~8^).exp.?,./:.i(N, 8).
(n) Spin I (considering the effect of radiation damping), 
B(N )=A K 'i exp .(-Sg./,(N , 8),











K o  = Lo L{log(2/3/M c2) -  + 28 -1 (8 + 1 )-> (28 + 1) + 81^ (8 + 2) -  (8 + 1)^(8 -t i)- y ] ,
... (19b)
L „ « I^ 8 - '( 8  + i ) - '. (19-)
K p k o +  4 [ ( 8  +  i ) ~ U l o g ( 2 /3 / M c 2 ) - 1 }  +  2(8 +  2 ) - - - ( 8  +  2 ) - ' ( 8 + 3 ) +  > } ] .  ( i 9 d)
L^=Lo + 4(8+1)"’ ,
where (^8) ——log«r(6) and y is the Huler-Mascheroni constant.
dS
m
r t (8 + i) - i+ - i- (8 + 2 )* '
4
Ki< la'M
28"' (8 + 1)“ * + 7 (8 + a)” *
(X9/1
(i9«)
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/ ” (N ,«)= V  f  < p i^ . z ) .y ( i -  ) ( 8 + ( a o u )
z^ 'i J  \ 2 I
/a(N, ?>}
2JTJ J  ^
z)r{ 2 -  ^  ) ( 8 + z - N
 ^—iob
<■ 'f < 00
/#(N, /" <?(N, z)l’ |
**— i Qc
<?>(N, z)
r -  |(fi + z —N —2)•^   2^  -2 )  +2)^.^
N - z  + i
iwb) 
dz, (20 c)
where 1 ' ( z )(o . i 6 q exp. s)
r(N + i) (N—z + i)l 
Tlie values of /i(N, 8), /alN, ii), /;,(N, 7') aiv to be evaluated by the saddle 
point method. The accuracy of the saddle point method of integration is well 
within 2%, as lias been tested by the method already mentioned in a previous 
paper.^ Taking (5=  j .S7, we have evaluated the values o f / j , / g , /* for different 
values of N, and the values thus obtained are given in Table I. The values of 
Ko, L o»K^ i t-dc., depend also on Z and the ratio (M/m). At tlie present moment
T ahle I *
Values of /] (N, S), /g (N. »i), j   ^ (N, 8) with 8=1.87.
N l(K) 200 4ui) boo 800 1000 1200 1600
/ , X 10" bz 9\) 15.96 4.084 1.87b 1-073 .68 bo .4890 .2782
/, X 10" 299.8 86.55 24.86
1
i 12 02 . 7.210 ' 3-393 2.017
/. X 10* i y ..>5 iu.6(j j 7.41b 1 5 <j.6bi j  4-056 3-“ 7
a certain amount of uncertainty exists as to the value of (M/m). Several experi­
ments seem to suggest that it lies between 150 and 200. Following Bethe’ ® (1940) 
we shall take (M/m) = J77. For a given material it is therefore no longer difficult 
to calculate the values of Ko« i»uj etc., and also of A . With these values and 
the values of / j, /g as given in Table I, the values of B(N), for different values 
of N and for the different cases mentioned before, can be easily calculated. The 
results thus obtained have been given ui Table II . The figures in the table show 
that even for N =  i<5oo, the value of B(N) for a spin half meson, when the screen­
ing is neglected is less than those when screening is complete. It is therefore 
clear that even for N = 1600, the meson energy is not high enough for screening 
to be complete.*
* 1 am indebted to Dr, Bhabha for drawing tuy attention to this point, in a private com­
munication.
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The frequency of bursts produced through the kiiock-oii process can lie 
similarly calculated. For small bursts these have been obtained by Bhabha, and 
Bhabha^ Carmichael and Chou. For large bursts the knock-on process gives an 
insignificant contribution to the burst production which can be shown by the 
following considerations. Let us estimate the relative probability of a shower 
being produced by the radiation process and the collision (knock-on) process 
which amounts to estimating the ratio R (say; of the chance of a meson emitting 
a quantum of energy greater than Tv to the chance of its producing by direct 
Collision an electron of energy greater than the same amount. The cross-sections 
for these processes have been given in equations (1) and (3). The required ratio 
is thus given by




The values of I (rad.) and Kcoll.) can be obtained by easy calculations for different 
spins. .
F o r given values of W  and K the values of R  can thus be easily calculated. 
The yaliies of R  thus obtained, for different'values of W  and E , have been given 
in Tabie l l l .  The lowest value of E  required for a given N is easily obtained 
{tom ( i i )  and th i^se values have also been shown in the table I I I .  I t  shows that 
as N increases R  also increases and for N ^  loo, R  is much greater than x,
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T able III
Values of R for different values of W and E
R j—>si)in half and screening coinidete, R i—>spiui, neglecting the effects of 




to 0 1 5 0  0 100.0
i
i  ^ 7 12 50 100
' -4^ 57 .8760 —
0649 .4109 1.064 —
j .626 10.29 26.64 — —
.1622 .6183 1.082 3 834 6,576
‘\S95 .5^58 2.879 5.827
1 1622 1 6183 X.082 3 834 6-576
j  ^199 8966 1.620 6.165 10.77
' .0588 ! - !8i 7 .5385 2.129 3 469










and gradually increases as N increases,* On the other hand for-small values 
of N we get R < r ,  which shows that for small showers the knock-on process, 
predominates while for large bursts the radiation process gives nearly the whole 
contribution and the knock-on process only producing an insignificant effect. 
The results obtained by Christy and Kusaka also show this behaviour. The 
calculations of Bhabha, Charraichael and Chou, in which they considered only 
the knock-on process, give a good fit with their experiments, since the experi­
ments do not involve sufficiently high energy and the results were obtained in 
the region where the knock-on process is the predominant one or at least the 
two processes give equivalent contributions (i-e., R '-'i).
The values of B(N) as obtained from equations {17) to (20) can therefore be 
considered as giving ihe total burst frequency whea'N ^  100. In F ig . 2, B(N) 
has been plotted as a function of N , on a log-log scale and it is observed that 
all the cases give practically straight lines. It is observed that the experimental 
values of Schein and Gill fit very well with the case of spin i ,  zohen ihf effect of 
the radiation damping is considered. The burst frequencies calculated either 
with spin 0 or half are very much less than the experimental values. The
• This conclusion is altered if the radiation damping is neglected in the case of collision 
cross-section for spin i .  It appears that when E S  ro” e.v., the value of R for spin i begins 
t o  decrease and will ultimately be less th e m . This shows that the radiation damping will 
also produce important effect on the collisiou cross-sections, but this effect is perceptible only 
at very high energies. The values of when the screening is neglected and also that of
Ra have not been calc|ilated, but their order can easily be obtained from the values of R j lyben
the screening is complete, In these cases also the above conclusions hold good.
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difference is certainly much more than the possible range of experimental error. 
The case of spin i  when the effect of radiation damping is neglected is certainly
Calrulnted and olwcrvcd .siw fre(iiif‘iicy distribution for Inrf'f linrsts. Numbers i/,— 1!») 
refer to the different eases given bv equations fiS', and represents tlie experimental 
points of Sehein and Gil],
F ig . 3
not a possibility, since l)Otli the intensity as well as the sloi)e of the curve in this 
case is very diffetent from the experimental curve. 'I'he ex)jeriinental point at 
N  = 2oo is probably in error since it is possible that some small bursts have 
escaped detection. I'or very large bursts again, the statistical errors become very 
considerable, and the discrepancy at large values of N, say N >  i 300, is probably 
due to this.
The only source of uncertainty in the above calculations is the nature of 
the fluctuations. Unless the actual form for the fluctuation differs considerably 
• from a Poisson’s distribution, the results deduced above can be considered to be 
fairly accuiate. The reasons for getting results which are so much different 
from those of Christy and Kusaka, and consequently leading to just an opposite 
conclusion are mainly, (i) the difference in the form of the fluctuation assumed, 
(ii) the very rough approximation made by them for N, the average nutnber of 
particles produced in a cascade shower by an energetic particle or quantum, and
(Hi) the consideration of the effect of radiation damping for spin i . The
consequence of these effects on the calculations will be clear vi hen we compare the 
values of Jx.,(yo) given by (14) with the corresponding expression obtained by 
Christy and Kusaka,* for various values of N. It may be noted that the validity 
of the expressions for the cross section for the different processes for very high
energies is open to serious doubts as have been pointed out by ( Ippenheimer,
* The corresponding expression of Christy and Kusaka is 7(E„/g/8N)^ e.\p.(-gSN/B,,)
although they have finally modified it and have taken 1 . 1 . 5 exp. ( - i 5f lN/E„ in the 
subsequent calculations,
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Snyder and Berber (1940).*® But similar extension of the range of validity of 
the qiiantum inechanical expressions have been made in many other problems of 
Cosmic ray phenomena. While making the calculations for the knock-oti 
process, and spin 1, the effect of the radiation damping on this cross-section was 
not considered. To iny knowledge no one has as yet given the form of this 
cross-section after taking into account the effect of radiation damping, but it 
appears lhat this will largely modify the last term in (rr), which gives the spin 
dependence of the cross-section. But this will not materially affect the conclu­
sions made before, since this term is of importance only for very high energy 
('•'lo^'e.v.) of the meson, when the total contribution of the knock-on process 
to the burst production is itself negligible.
We thus see that the frequency-size curve for large bursts provides evidence 
that the meson cannot have spin o or half. The case of spin i is a possibility 
or even a probability only when I lie effect of radiation damping is taken into 
consideration. The meson has Ihercjote a spin p j one unit in agreement vvitli 
what is believed from nuclear considerations and the above calculations lend 
further support to the fact that the effect of radiation damping plays an important 
role in the processes invidving mesons and the expression given by Wilson for 
the radiation Cl oss-section is a much more reasonable one than those calculated 
previously wherein radiation daiiijung was ignored.
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For the case of spin o, we have from (3a) and (17),
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For the case of spin 1, and neglecting the effect of radiation damping,
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W ith  other values of Q fW , Eo) the integrals occurring in (17) may be similarly 
evaluated and we get the results given in equations (18)— (ao),
OmaTMitvT or .\pPLtBo MaHewmes,
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